In this label, dedicated to Romeo and Juliet, we wanted to focus on the theme of love,
rather than the theme of tragedy. What better means of celebrating love than a bottle of
wine? It is present both when loves begin and end.
Through the world’s famous lovers, this label wants to get consumers fall in love with this
wine by touch, sight, sense of smell and taste, just like love, where senses are involved in a
dance that leads to falling in love.
Romeo and Juliet perfectly represent anyone in love even though their relationship dates
back to 1597: for this reason we wanted to join classic and contemporaneousness on our
label. The classic style of our label is represented by the iconic balcony of two lovers, where it becomes the setting of the whole scene. The balcony consists of two tortile columns
which mark the line between the label and the bottle, and they represent the link between the history and the wine through their shape which recall the vine.
The contemporaneousness is represented by the two lovers who become eternal with
their history and they are depicted on our label with an abstraction as love is abstract.
Romeo and Juliet, here become an illustration taken from the famous painting “The last
kiss of Romeo and Juliet “ by Francesco Hayez.
We see two characters with opposite colour: Romeo in black recall the tragic part and sad
of love, Juliet with her red colour recall love in its best interpretation.
The two lovers and the label writing are raised made from reflective material. The balcony,
instead, has the main purpose to win the consumer’s touch over with its relief and white
colour, which is only visible at a later stage from the rest of label.
The paper chosen for the creation of the label is CANALIN WSA RP30 WG85.
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